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Acceptance among Peers  

 
Levantine Arabic transcript: 
 

 ال+*ب ال;"دD@/# D7C ،ال+*ب #/@3B*C Dا الA@=ة آ<7= >;:9 7%8�6.  ه3ن 4 3 12 آ/"ن ال+*ب) '&%$" #" إ ��:ا���أة
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ه3ن إذا .  ه3 جa7 ال/=اه9Wإّل1 ، 8%) ال+*ب ال;"دD7Cح�) ال%1 ه3 أ>;L جa7 بM a@g:7;1 ، ث%+;"ش،خ">9 بM a7H$;"ش

a7Hا لi�f7%8 . *ب ال%1 ح3الbA f7 ال1g ب@3ن >;L 8%) ال+..ه3 ب@3ن L;< f7%8.. '3ي ب$T"ول،آ"ن د#j ال+"لL ب
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1gال،m3%:W�C 6هdب J76 آ� ه3 ب;/a 8%) إّل1.  ا4خ1s"Y اUج�/"M،18:;" ه3 1 ب@3ن d# 12رس9 12 8$" ال/='d ال�=ب3ي.  إ 

DC/"18 ل%+*ب ال/3ج3د�جU1 واIA$ال L "Hرس9الd/ب"ل  . D7/%;/6ال�<7= #]  وkB آال/;%6 ب1tW ` 3 ، دور آ:7=آ/"ن إل

JYال aال+*ب داخ .U9 اu7�26�6 ه3ن ب:%3gا إ �C 6;/%3ا ال�;�H#d  1H7  "/ول لi/"978 ل%+*ب ه�ج .  

  
  

English translation: 
  

Woman: Our work is not over yet, because there are also the students [to deal with]. Normal 
students may reject the idea of having a special-needs student with them … ah … based on my 
experience, we haven’t a problem with small students, I mean those of a young age of eight or 
nine years. I feel that children can accept anything … ah … and they find everything normal and 
usual. In fact, you see them helping each other and supporting each other. It’s possible to see this 
problem with older students, especially of 12 or 13 years old. Of course, the hardest time of life 
is that of teenage [years], even for normal students, I mean. So, here if a student tries to interact 
with others, we try to help. It’s as equally hard for him as it is for his peers. It’s hard for him 
because he finds himself different from others. It’s the teenage stage. If we want to talk about a 
female in our society here, it’s known that a female is always beautiful, with good hearing and 
normal movement, with a nice and acceptable face. The same thing can be said about males – 
that “I’m a normal young man and I can hear, move and play well.” So these are the problems 
that face students with special needs. Their peers face the same thing, which is how to accept 
them. In our school, we have a social worker, who specializes in the physiological and social part 
of students at the school. Teachers also play a big role, because they spend a lot of time with the 
students in the classrooms. So they socially prepare their students to receive special students.         
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